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Uniqsis - Uninterrupted Flow Chemistry!
The Uniqsis FlowSyn™ flow chemistry system now has an upgraded pump manifold that
continuously monitors each high pressure reagent channel and alerts the user to any flow
abnormalities, saving time and precious reagents by preventing experiments continuing
under erroneous conditions. Reagent immiscibility, incomplete wetting of pump
components or the presence of static or transient air bubbles are the usual causes of the
flow irregularities that sometimes occasionally occur during a run, and in most cases can
be corrected by re-priming the pump. Unfortunately with most systems this usually
means aborting the experiment, but with the reagent manifold used in FlowSyn the pump
can be re-primed “on the fly”, so that the run can continue.
Interlocks are provided so that if the error is not remedied within a specified period, the
experiment is aborted. If an error condition is detected in one pump channel, the other is
automatically stopped simultaneously until the problem is dealt with.
New and improved automatic injection valves are now available for FlowSyn, with
specially designed, highly inert rotor seals and larger diameter channels that allow sample
loops to be filled more quickly and are less easily blocked. These new valves can be
retro-fitted to any FlowSyn unit with electrically operated injection valves. As an added
convenience, vertical syringe ports mean that syringes can be left in place during a run to
make re-priming easier.
The FlowSyn Continuous Flow Reactor integrates all the essential elements for
continuous flow chemistry into a single, easy to use package. FlowSyn is simple to set up

and operate and offers safe, unattended operation for tasks such as synthesis, reaction
optimisation and scale up experiments, in quantities from milligrams to hundreds of
grams.
This information is now due for release.
Visit www.uniqsis.com , e-mail info@uniqsis.com or call +1 617 768 7511 for more
information.
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Editors’ notes
About Uniqsis Ltd
Based near Cambridge, UK, Uniqsis was formed in January 2007 by Asynt Ltd and
Grant Instruments (Cambridge) Ltd to develop innovative continuous flow chemistry
products for customers in both the research and biopharmaceutical sectors. A consortium
of expert engineers, supporting companies and scientists from the Pharmaceutical
industry has been assembled to provide in-depth scientific and technical expertise to the
development of this exciting new technology.

